Smarter Balanced Paper-Pencil Test
English Glossary Student Resource Sheet
Grade 3 Mathematics
Directions for Student Use:
• Students should use this Glossary Resource Sheet in conjunction with their
(Mathematics) test booklet.
• Some items in your test booklet include words where a definition or synonym
may help you in understanding the test question. Items that contain these
words are identified by their item number in the first column.
Item
Number
Sample C

Items with English Glossaries
(words and their definitions and/or synonyms)
whether: if
Session 1

2.

household: around the house
chores: everyday work around the house
earn: get

3.

cook: person who makes food
ordered: bought, got

4.

whether: if

9.

select: choose

10.

select: choose

11.

statements: sentences

12.

recorded: kept track of
seasons: time of year with different weather (like sunny and
hot in summer)

13.

paper clip: a piece of wire that holds paper together

15.

select: choose

16.

tiled: covered

17.

enters: clicks, types
to correct: fix, make it right

18.

plants: grows
row: set of things in a line
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Session 2
21.

who ride in: sit inside while car is moving
rest: the others, the ones who are left

22.

claims: says
methods: ways, processes, ideas
select: choose

24.

statement: sentence
correct: fix, make it right

27.

enter: click, type

29.

stores: keeps
collector: a person who gathers (gets) groups of objects
case: a container to keep things inside
rows: sets of things in a line

30.

statements: sentences

31.

whether: if

34.

statements: sentences
Session 3

1.

ordered: bought

2.

shelves: flat surfaces to line up books

3.

shelves: flat surfaces to line up books
placed: put
picture books: a book with pictures and no words

5.

types: category
shelf: a flat surface to line up books
support: give details for

6.

shelf: a flat surface to line up books
rest: the ones that are left
remaining: the ones that are left
types: category
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